
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Last Dragonslayer     by Jasper Fforde 
As magic fades from the world, Jennifer Strange is having trouble keeping her magician employment 
agency business afloat, until she begins having visions that foretell the death of the last dragon and the 
coming of Big Magic. 
 
The Dogs of Winter     by Bobbie Pyron 
Brought to Moscow in 1990s Russia by his mother's abusive boyfriend, five-year-old Mishka is forced 
by a gang of homeless children to lie and steal until he finds comfort and love with a pack of dogs. 
Includes historical note. 
 
Pegasus the Flame of Olympus    by Kate O’Hearn 
Reborn as the Flame, thirteen-year-old Emily has saved Olympus from destruction but when the 
gruesome Nirads begin a new invasion, Emily and her friends become entangled in the conflict as old 
grudges are unearthed and new enemies are discovered. 
 
The Blackhope Enigma     by Theresa Flavin    
Fourteen-year-old Sunni, her stepbrother Dean, and an art-student friend trace the footsteps of a 
labyrinth built in Blackhope Tower by a mysterious and brilliant sixteenth-century artist, and suddenly 
find themselves trapped inside his enchanted painting, trying desperately to get out.  Series: The 
Crimson Shard Bk#2 
 
Divergent       by Veronica Roth 
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to 
define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is 
an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.  
Series: Insurgent Bk#2 
 
The Second Life of Abigail Walker   by Frances O’Roark Dowell 
Bullied by two mean girls in her sixth-grade class, a lonely, plump girl gains self-confidence and makes 
new friends after a mysterious fox gently bites her. 
 
Fairy Lies       by E.D. Baker 
Half-fairy Tamisin and her boyfriend, Jak, have been arguing over whether she should return to the land 
of the fey when Oberon, king of the fairies, kidnaps her and Jak must return to that place of fairies, 
goblins, and sphinxes to rescue her. 
 
The Fire Chronicles     by John Stevens 
In the second book in the Books of Beginning Trilogy, Michael and Emma must track down the 
Chronicle of Life, while Kate must find a way back to present day from the year 1899.  Sequel: The 
Emerald Atlas. 
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Students are encouraged to read at least 1 book from this list plus 2 more books of their choice, for a 
total of 3 books. Parents are encouraged to review, discuss and decide with their child what titles would 
be best.  
 

 



Rush for the Gold      by John Feinstein 
Two teenaged aspiring journalists who are dating solve a mystery at the 2012 Olympic Games, while 
one simultaneously competes for a gold medal in swimming. 
 
Daughters of the Sea: Hannah    by Kathryn Lasky 
In 1899, a fifteen-year-old orphan named Hannah obtains employment as a servant in the home of one of 
Boston's wealthiest families, where she meets a noted portrait painter who seems to know things about 
her that even she is not aware of, and when she accompanies the family to their summer home in Maine, 
she feels an undeniable pull to the sea. Series. 
 
Seconds Away      by Harlan Coben 
When tragedy strikes close to home, Mickey Bolitar and his new friends find themselves at the center of 
a murder mystery. 
 
Shiver       by Maggie Stiefvater 
In all the years she has watched the wolves in the woods behind her house, Grace has been particularly 
drawn to an unusual yellow-eyed wolf who, in his turn, has been watching her with increasing intensity. 
 
13 Treasures      by Michelle Harrison 
Bedeviled by evil fairies that only she can see, thirteen-year-old Tanya is sent to stay with her cold and 
distant grandmother at Elvesden Manor, where she and the caretaker's son solve a disturbing mystery 
that leads them to the discovery that Tanya's life is in danger.  Series. 
 
Deck Z: The Titanic: Unsinkable. Undead  by Chris Pauls & Matt Solomon 
Imagine being trapped aboard the doomed Titanic on an icy Atlantic. . . with the walking dead. This 
fast-paced thriller reimagines the historical events of the fateful Titanic voyage through the lens of 
zombie mayhem. Captain Edward Smith and his inner circle desperately try to contain a weaponized 
zombie virus smuggled on board with the 2,200 passengers sailing to New York. 
 
Beautiful Creatures     by Kami Garcia 
Lena Duchannes is unlike anyone the small Southern town of Gatlin has ever seen, and she's struggling 
to conceal her power, and a curse that has haunted her family for generations. But even within the 
overgrown gardens, murky swamps and crumbling graveyards of the forgotten South, a secret cannot 
stay hidden forever. 
 
The Raft       by S.A. Bodeen 
Robbie's last-minute flight to the Midway Atoll proves to be a nightmare when the plane goes down in 
shark-infested waters, but the real terror begins when the co-pilot Max pulls her onto the raft. 
 
Rebel Spirits      by Lois Ruby  
Lori Chase doesn't know what to think about ghosts. She may have seen a few in the past, but those 
were just childish imaginings, right? Only now that she’s living in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, spirits 
seem to be on everyone's mind. The town is obsessed with its bloody Civil War history, and the old inn 
that Lori's parents run is supposedly haunted by the souls of dead soldiers. Then Lori meets one such 
soldier, the devastatingly handsome Nathaniel Pierce. Nathaniel's soul cannot rest, and he desperately 
needs Lori's help. 
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Killer Species #1: Menace from the Deep  by Michael Spradlin 
Emmet Doyle is not in the best mood when he arrives in Florida City. His father is a wildlife biologist 
and has been summoned to the Everglades, dragging Emmet along with him. Though still in mourning 
from losing his mom a year ago, Emmet is trying hard to keep a good attitude. Upon their arrival, 
however, things quickly get weird. Dr. Rosalita Geaux, the Park Superintendent, wastes no time in 
revealing the reason she called Emmet's father to Florida. A strange creature was recently found dead in 
the park, and upon seeing it, it becomes clear to everyone that this is not a native species. This is man-
made. Deep in the swamp, someone has been experimenting to create a new breed of apex predator. And 
they're about to set them loose! 
 
Lincoln’s Grave Robbers    by Steve Sheinkin 
A dramatic account of the 1875 attempt to steal the 16th president's body describes how a counterfeiting 
ring plotted to ransom Lincoln's body to secure the release of their imprisoned ringleader and how a 
fledgling Secret Service and an undercover agent conducted a daring election-night sting operation. 
 
Gods of Manhattan     by Scott Mebus 
Thirteen-year-old Rory discovers a spirit world that thrives alongside his contemporary New York City, 
filled with fantastical creatures and people from the city's colorful past who have become gods and 
goddesses and who have chosen Rory to perform a dangerous mission. Series. 
 
My Life of Pink and Green    by Lisa Greenwald 
When the family's drugstore is failing, seventh-grader Lucy uses her problem solving talents to come up 
with solution that might resuscitate the business, along with helping the environment. Sequel: My 
Summer of Pink and Green 
 
Somebody Please Tell Me Who I Am   by Harry Mazer 
Wounded in Iraq while his Army unit is on convoy and treated for many months for traumatic brain 
injury, the first person Ben remembers from his earlier life is his autistic brother. 
 
The Infinity Ring: A Mutiny in Time   by James Dashner 
Time has gone wrong, and best friends Dak Smyth and Sera Froste, together with the young Hystorian 
Riq, must use the infinity ring to travel back to one of the Great Breaks--a mutiny on the Santa María--to 
correct history and defeat the SQ. 
 
Ungifted       by Gordon Korman 
When one of Donovan's thoughtless pranks accidentally destroys the school gym during the Big Game 
he knows he's in for it. But through a strange chain of events, his name gets put on the list for the local 
school for gifted students. Donovan knows he's not a genius, but he can't miss this chance to escape. 
Now, he has to figure out a way to stay at ASD and fit in with the kids there. 
 
Son        by Lois Lowry 
Unlike the other Birthmothers in her utopian community, teenaged Claire forms an attachment to her 
baby, feeling a great loss when he is taken to the Nurturing Center to be adopted by a family unit. 
 
How They Croaked     by Georgia Bragg 
A look at the deaths of several famous people throughout history and the circumstances surrounding 
those deaths. 
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Deadly       by Julie Chibbaro 
In the early nineteen-hundreds, sixteen-year-old Prudence Galewski leaves school to take a job assisting 
the head epidemiologist at New York's Department of Health and Sanitation, investigating the intriguing 
case of "Typhoid Mary," a seemingly healthy woman who is infecting others with typhoid fever. 
Includes a historical note by the author. 
 
Ninth Ward       by Jewell Parker Rhodes 
Twelve-year-old Lanesha lives in a tight-knit community in New Orleans’ Ninth Ward with her fiercely 
loving caretaker, Mama Ya-Ya. But when the old woman’s visions foretell Hurricane Katrina is fast 
approaching, it’s up to Lanesha to call upon her own hope and strength to help them both survive the 
storm. 
 
Invisible World: A novel of the Salem Witch Trials by Suzanne Weyn 
Knowing more about the scientific world than most seventeenth-century girls, Sarah Owen winds up in 
Salem, Massachusetts, after a shipwreck and finds that her psychic abilities cause her to be accused of 
witchcraft. 
 
Between Shades of Gray     by Ruta Sepetys 
In 1941, fifteen-year-old Lina, her mother, and brother are pulled from their Lithuanian home by Soviet 
guards and sent to Siberia, where her father is sentenced to death in a prison camp while she fights for 
her life, vowing to honor her family and the thousands like hers by burying her story in a jar on 
Lithuanian soil. Based on the author's family, includes a historical note. 
 
The Lost Crown      by Sarah Miller 
In alternating chapters, Grand Duchesses Olga, Tatiana, Maria, and Anastasia tell how their privileged 
lives as the daughters of the tsar in early twentieth-century Russia are transformed by world war and 
revolution. 
 
A Dog’s Journey      by W. Bruce Cameron 
Buddy is a good dog. When he is reborn after searching for his purpose through several eventful lives, 
he is adopted by Clarity, a vibrant but troubled teenager. Then they are suddenly separated and Buddy 
despairs. 
 
I am a Seal Team 6 Warrior   by Howard Wasdin & Stephen Templin 
Recounts the story of how the author overcame a tough and abusive childhood to fulfill his dream of 
joining the exciting and dangerous world of the Navy SEALs by becoming a Special Forces sniper. 
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